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ABSTRACT: The armchair carbon nanotube is an ideal
system to study fundamental physics in one-dimensional
metals and potentially a superb material for applications
such as electrical power transmission. Synthesis and pur-
ification efforts to date have failed to produce a homoge-
neous population of such a material. Here we report
evolutionary strategies to find DNA sequences for the
recognition and subsequent purification of (6,6) and (7,7)
armchair species from synthetic mixtures. The new se-
quences were derived by single-point scanning mutation
and sequence motif variation of previously identified ones
for semiconducting tubes. Optical absorption spectroscopy
of the purified armchair tubes revealed well-resolved first-
and second-order electronic transitions accompanied by
prominent sideband features that have neither been pre-
dicted nor observed previously. Resonance Raman spec-
troscopy showed a single Lorentzian peak for the in-plane
carbon�carbon stretching mode (G band) of the armchair
tubes, repudiating the common practice of using such a line
shape to infer the absence of metallic species. Our work
demonstrates the exquisite sensitivity of DNA to nanotube
metallicity and makes the long-anticipated pure armchair
tubes available as seeds for their mass amplification.

The highly symmetric armchair single-wall carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNTs) occupy a unique position among carbon

nanostructures. They preserve the linear energy dispersion of
two-dimensional (2D) graphene at theDirac point.1 They are the
only type to display true metallic character and are ideally suited
for testing the Luttinger liquid behavior of one-dimensional
metals.2�4 Technologically, the late Richard Smalley regarded
them as superb materials for electrical power transmission and
championed the idea of using single-chirality armchair tubes as
seeds to template their mass production (i.e., cloning).5 Recent
experimental work has shown the feasibility of the cloning idea,6

and theoretical analysis has suggested the lowest growth activa-
tion barrier for the armchair type.7 However, attaining homo-
geneous populations of single-chirality metallic species has
proven to be an elusive goal. Here we report evolutionary
strategies to find DNA sequences for the recognition and
subsequent purification of two armchair species from synthetic
mixtures. The new sequences were derived by single-point
scanning mutation and sequence motif variation of previously
identified ones for semiconducting tubes. Optical absorption
spectroscopy of the purified armchair tubes revealed well-
resolved first- and second-order electronic transitions accompa-
nied by prominent sideband features that have neither been

predicted nor observed previously. Resonance Raman spectros-
copy showed a single Lorentzian peak for the in-plane car-
bon�carbon stretching mode (G band) of the armchair tubes,
repudiating the common practice of using such a line shape to
infer the absence of metallic species. Our work demonstrates the
exquisite sensitivity of DNA to nanotube metallicity and makes
the long-anticipated pure armchair tubes available as seeds for
their mass amplification.

Single-chirality metallic tubes appear to bemuchmore difficult
to purify than their seminconducting counterparts. Indeed, the
first purification of a single-chirality semiconducting tube species
was reported as early as 2004,8 and to date a few methods have
been developed that can purify many different single-chirality
semiconductor species.9�11 Collectively as a distinct class of
macromolecules, metallic tubes can be effectively separated from
semiconducting tubes,12�14 indicating a substantial difference
between metallic and semiconducting tubes in their interactions
with other molecules and external fields. Attempts have been
made to purify single-chirality metallic armchair tubes. The best
results achieved to date have yielded a mixture of several metallic
armchair species,15�17 suggesting much smaller physicochemical
differences among different metallic species.

We have developed a single-chirality SWCNT separation
method that exploits the strong interaction between single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) and SWCNTs.13 DNA self-assembles
onto SWCNT surfaces with a folding structure that is dependent
on both the DNA sequence and the SWCNT chirality.18,19 The
resulting DNA�SWCNT hybrid can then be fractionated by
anion-exchange chromatography (IEX). We previously devised a
strategy to survey the vast ssDNA library in order to find specific
sequences that enable IEX purification of particular (n,m)
nanotube species from a synthetic mixture.9 The survey was
designed to span the maximum sequence space with a minimum
number of test sequences via the use of simple nucleotide repeats.
Out of >350 sequences tested, we were able to find only semi-
conducting tube recognition sequences in the 9�14-mer length
range. Since these recognition sequences conform to the pattern
of single purine/multiple pyrimidine repeats, it is reasonable to
expect that recognition sequences for metallic tubes may be
found outside the sequence space defined by the purine/pyr-
imidine repeats. However, the number of candidates remains
astronomical, making identification of target sequences statisti-
cally improbable in the absence of an effective search strategy. In
view of the structural similarities between metallic and semicon-
ducting tubes, we decided to take an evolutionary approach to find
metallic tube recognition sequences by limiting the candidate pool
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only to those that are direct descendants (as defined below) of
semiconducting tube recognition sequences. Such an approach
was expected to balance the need to deviate from the purine/
pyrimidine pattern and the desire to conserve sequence features
that are believed to sustain a 2D DNA sheet structure for ordered
SWCNT wrapping.9 Our evolutionary approach is analogous in
spirit to the well-documented genetic algorithm for solving a wide
variety of optimization problems.20

In one set of searches, we sought variations of the known
sequence motifs. We noticed that many previously identified
sequences are ATT and ATTT repeats. This empirical sequence
selection rule was rationalized by a structure model we proposed
that invokes interchain hydrogen-bonding interactions to form
an ordered DNA wrapping sheet for SWCNTs.9 As shown in
Figure 1a,b, when nucleotide bases are placed on alternating sides
of the backbone, interchain A:T:A:T hydrogen-bond quartets
(blue diamonds in Figure 1) can be established between two
adjacent antiparallel strands.21,22 This model prompted us to test
AATT repeats, which also form interchain A:T:A:T hydrogen-
bond quartets (Figure 1c) and thereby conserve the 2D sheet
feature of the ATT and ATTT repeats. The presence of two
purines in the AATT repeats, however, deviates from the single
purine/multiple pyrimidine sequence pattern for semiconduct-
ing tubes. In the length range of 9�14-mers, there are∼20 or so
sequences that conform to the AATT repeat pattern. Through an
exhaustive test of these sequences, we found that ATTAAT-
TAATTAAT allows purification of (6,6) armchair tubes.

In another set of searches, we examined single-point muta-
tions of previously identified sequences. We limited the mutation
type to single-base purine-to-purine (i.e., A to G) or pyrimidine-
to-pyrimidine (i.e., T to C) replacement. In most cases, mutation
led to a loss of the original function [i.e., enrichment of a
particular (n,m) species]. In some cases, either an improvement
(i.e., higher yield and/or purity) or a complete switch in function
was observed. In particular, a TTATTATTATTATT sequence

was previously found to allow (8,3) purification, albeit with some
metallic contamination.9 A mutation scan replacing one T at a
time by C (Figure 2) led to the identification of TTATTAC-
TATTATT for (7,7) purification.

We used optical spectroscopy techniques to assign the struc-
tures of the purified nanotubes and reveal new spectral features.
Absorption spectroscopy (Figure 3a) showed well-resolved first-
and second-order electronic transitions for each of the two
armchair tubes: M11 = 458 nm, M22 = 299 nm for (6,6); M11 =
505 nm, M22 = 312 nm for (7,7). The M11 values coincide with
those reported in the literature23 and thus support our structure
assignment. TheM22 values were measured for the first time for
these two small-diameter armchair tubes. To analyze the depen-
dence of measured Mii values on the tube diameter dt, we adopt
the following scaling-law equation from ref 24 that includes a
linear dependence ofMii on 1/dt arising from quantum confine-
ment of the electronic structure of 2D graphene and a logarith-
mic correction that takes into account many-body effects:25

Mii ¼ a
p
dt

1 þ b log
c

p=dt

 !

where the zone-folding cutting line index p is equal to 3 and 6 for
M11 andM22, respectively, dt is in nanometers, and a, b, and c are
fitting parameters. Figure 3b shows that the scaling law using a =
1.120 eV nm, b = 0.507, and c = 0.816 nm�1 as the best values of
the fitting parameters describes the measured data reasonably
well. Accompanying each M11 transition is a weaker but well-
resolved peak located at higher energy by 211 meV for (6,6) and
217 meV for (7,7), respectively (Figure 3c). This feature has not
been reported previously for metallic tubes but resembles the
ubiquitous phonon sidebands of the first electronic excitation in
semiconducting tubes.26We attribute the slight asymmetry of the
main M11 peak to the superposition of discrete and continuum
exciton transitions that are 50�100 meV apart (Figure 3c), in
line with theoretical predictions and experimental results ob-
tained from single-tube measurements.27,28

Further confirmation of our structure assignment was pro-
vided by resonance Raman spectroscopy measurements. With
458 and 502 nm excitation, we detected in the radial breathing
mode (RBM) region a single strong peak at 289 cm�1 for the

Figure 1. Sequence motif variation to derive a new sequence pattern for
metallic tube recognition. The AATT repeats resemble previously
identified ATT and ATTT repeats with the conservation of the A:T:
A:T hydrogen-bonding quartets between adjacent strands (marked by
the blue diamonds and shown in atomic detail in the callout panel) and
the 2D sheet structure. This approach led to the identification of a (6,6)
recognition sequence.

Figure 2. Single-point scanning mutation to evolve recognition se-
quences formetallic carbon nanotubes. Replacing thymines one at a time
by cytosine in the semiconducting (8,3) recognition sequence TTAT-
TATTATTATT resulted in the identification of the sequence TTAT-
TACTATTATT that recognizes and enables purification of (7,7)
nanotubes.
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(6,6)-, and 250 cm�1 for the (7,7)-enriched fraction, respectively
(Figure 4). These values are again consistent with reported RBM
shifts for the two types of armchair tubes.15,23 Excitations at other
wavelengths (488, 514, and 632 nm) yielded no other unique
RBM features. Most noteworthy is the G band (i.e., the in-plane
carbon�carbon stretching mode) from each of the two metallic
fractions, which shows a single, narrow, resonance-enhanced
symmetric peak at 1582 cm�1 for (6,6) and 1587 cm�1 for (7,7).
This observation is consistent with results obtained from single-
nanotube measurements29 and very recent measurements on a
metallic-enriched nanotube mixture.30 Our experiments on
homogeneous populations of single-chirality armchair tubes,
however, have removed the problem of limited statistical sam-
pling associated with single-nanotube measurements and the
possible contribution from semiconducting tubes in the nano-
tube mixture measurements. The symmetric (asymmetric)
G-band line shape has been widely used to infer the absence
(presence) of metallic tubes.31�33 Our result shows that such a
criterion is invalid for truly metallic armchair tubes.

In summary, we have designed and carried out an evolutionary
procedure to identify DNA sequences that recognize and enable

the purification of armchair nanotubes, demonstrating the ex-
quisite sensitivity of DNA sequences to carbon nanotube me-
tallicity. While identification of the new sequences still relies on
the trial-and-error method, our results certainly expand the
existing database of recognition sequences and will undoubtedly
contribute to the future discovery of sequence design rules
through combined experimental and computational approaches.
The availability of the long-sought-after single-chirality armchair
tubes offers new opportunities for fundamental studies and
application developments. In particular, cloning of armchair
tubes, the success of which may have enormous technological
implications, can now be tested using our purified materials
as seeds.

Experimental methods.The SWCNTdispersion and separation
in this work followed previously published procedures,9 with the
following modification. For dispersion, 1 mg of HiPco (Carbon
Nanotechnologies, Houston, TX) or CoMoCAT SG76
(Southwest Nanotechnologies, Norman, OK) tubes was dis-
persed with 1.5 mg of DNA of a given sequence in 1 mL of
sodium acetate buffer (0.1M, pH 4.5) with 2 h of sonication. The
dispersed mixture was incubated for 2 days before centrifugation
to remove nondispersed bundles. IEX elution was done with a
2� SSC (0.3 M NaCl, 0.03 M sodium citrate)/0.5 mM EDTA/
pH 7 and 0�1 M NaSCN gradient through an anion-exchange
column (Biochrom, Terre Haute, IN). Into the purified fraction
were then added 10 μg/mL free DNA corresponding to the
sequence used for purification, 0.5 M NaCl, and 8% poly-
(ethylene glycol) (MW = 6 kDa). After overnight incubation,
the pellet was collected after centrifugation and resuspended in
100 μL of water. This precipitation procedure concentrated the
SWCNTs and at the same time removed residual amounts of
graphitic impurities coeluted with the SWCNTs. This step was
found to be necessary to reduce optical absorption from the
impurities, thereby allowing resolution of SWCNT absorption
features in the UV region. Typical yields corresponded to 100 μL
at a concentration giving an optical density of 0.1 forM11 using a
1 cm path length, which is equivalent to sub-microgram quan-
tities of SWCNTs. The average length of the purified armchair
tubes was determined by atomic force microscopy to be
∼100 nm, which is considerably shorter than that of our purified
single-chirality semiconducting tubes.

Resonance Raman spectra were collected with an Ar+ laser
(Coherent Innova Sabre) in a collinear, 180� backscattering
configuration. A power of∼15 mW was focused to a spot size of
∼100 μm within the liquid sample volume. The backscattered

Figure 4. Resonance Raman spectra of purified DNA-wrapped (6,6)
(blue) and (7,7) (red) armchair carbon nanotubes in the RBM and
G-band regions.

Figure 3. Optical absorption spectra and data analysis. (a) Optical
absorption spectra of the purified DNA-wrapped (6,6) (blue) and (7,7)
(red) armchair carbon nanotubes in water. The spectral intensities were
rescaled for easy comparison, but no other processing steps (e.g.,
baseline subtraction) were done. (b) Mii values as a function of p/dt,
where p = 3 and 6 for M11 and M22, respectively, and dt is the tube
diameter in nm. The black solid curve is a fit to the scaling-law equation
given in the text. (c) Line shape analysis of the M11 peak for (7,7)
nanotubes (solid trace), which can be viewed as a superposition of three
transitions: discrete (vertical dashed line) and continuum (dotted trace)
exciton transitions and a sideband (vertical solid line) located 0.217 eV
above the discrete exciton peak.
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light was collected with a triple-grating spectrometer (Dilor
XY800) and a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD detector with 300 s
integration time averaged over three scans. The data were scaled
and corrected by the subtraction of background signals from the
NaSCN elution solution. Standard uncertainties of the optical
measurements were determined by the instruments used: (0.1 nm
in the case of absorption spectroscopy and(0.4 cm�1 for resonance
Raman spectroscopy.
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